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Why Amazon WorkSpaces?

Secure and 

compliant
Pay-as-you-go

Simple to deploy and 

manage
Scale up or down 

quickly

Amazon WorkSpaces 

is a secure, fully managed 

desktop-as-a-service (DaaS) 

from AWS



AWS Directory 

Service for Microsoft 

Active Directory

Multi-factor 

authentication 

(RADIUS)

SCCMIntranet

Amazon WorkSpaces integrates easily with your on-premises tools and network

Certificate 

authority

Why Amazon WorkSpaces (continued)?



How does Amazon WorkSpaces differ from traditional VDI?

Power, HVAC Power, HVAC Power, HVAC

VDI on cloudOn-premises VDI
DaaS (e.g., Amazon 

WorkSpaces)

Legend



Managed DaaS example 1: Data management

Use case: Customers want to automatically restore their desktops to the 
last healthy snapshot

2

3

1



Managed DaaS example 2: Modify Amazon WorkSpaces

Use case: End user wants to change the compute and memory specs 
on their desktop

1 2

3

User-driven



Modify Amazon WorkSpaces, continued

Use case: End user wants to change the compute and memory specs on 
their virtual desktop

1 2

3

Admin-driven



Managed DaaS example 3: Compliance

Use case: Customers want their managed desktop to be compliant out of 
the box

Amazon WorkSpaces supports:

• SOC 1, 2, and 3

• FedRAMP moderate (United States commercial regions)

• FIPS 140-2 endpoint encryption mode (United States commercial regions)

• HIPAA/BAA eligible

• PCI compliance 

• ISO 9001, ISO 27001

• GDPR ready



Flexible licensing Flexible billing
Flexible client 

strategy
Scalability

Scalability and flexibility
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Agenda

• Who am I?

• What’s our business need?

• What’s our solution’s architecture?

• What challenges did we encounter?

• What’s our plan for the future?
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Facebook’s mission is to give people the power to build 

community and bring the world closer together. People use 

Facebook to stay connected with friends and family, to 

discover what’s going on in the world, and to share and 

express what matters to them.



Who am I?

• Technical lead for the Amazon WorkSpaces deployment project

• Production engineer

• Production engineering at Facebook is a hybrid between software and systems engineering; 
it keeps Facebook running smoothly and scaling efficiently

• The production engineering team works within Facebook’s product and infrastructure teams 
to make sure our services are reliable and scalable

• The team writes code and debugs hard problems in live production that impact more than 2 
billion people around the world

• https://engineering.fb.com/category/production-engineering/

https://engineering.fb.com/category/production-engineering/
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Project background

• Some operational work is outsourced to third-party vendor partners

• Tools for this work are entirely browser-based

• Security and privacy are paramount in everything Facebook does

• Facebook imposes strict security controls on all our vendor partners



Our business need: Security

• We always want to be raising the bar on security

• How do we ensure 24x7x365 compliance with our controls?

• Site audits are imperfect, no matter how frequent



Our business need: Scalability

• Facebook has many vendor partners and partner sites worldwide

• How do we ensure a consistent worker experience worldwide?

• Each vendor has their own IT team, with their own standards and corporate tools

• How can you coordinate upgrades across dozens of sites and vendor 
partners?

• How do we troubleshoot issues if every vendor site is different?



Oscar’s dream

• All workers log into the same Facebook-managed desktop 
environment 

• No matter which vendor partner they work for

• No matter where in the world they were

• The burden of compliance falls to Facebook, not our partners

• Endpoints that are simple to configure and secure, reducing burden on vendor IT

• Security patches are deployed by Facebook

• Security logs are monitored by Facebook

• Facebook data is accessed only from Facebook-managed desktops



Oscar’s dream: Summarized

But that’s impossible, isn’t it?



Amazon WorkSpaces to the rescue

• Enables Facebook-managed virtual desktops at every partner site

• Facebook ensures desktop environment is security-compliant

• Every worker worldwide has the same user experience

• Facebook data is accessed only from these virtual desktops

• Global footprint of AWS = Virtual desktops for any vendor site 
worldwide



Facebook’s global AWS footprint

✓ Regions used by Facebook

Launched WorkSpaces regions

Facebook is using Amazon WorkSpaces in seven regions globally

Regions used by Facebook

United States:

US-West-2 (Oregon)

US-East-1 (North Virginia)

Asia Pacific:

AP-Northeast-1 (Tokyo)

AP-Southeast-1 (Singapore)

Europe:

EU-West-1 

(Ireland)

EU-West-2 

(London)

EU Central-1 

(Frankfurt)

Additional Amazon 

WorkSpaces regions

Canada (Central), Asia Pacific 

(Seoul), Asia Pacific (Sydney), 

South America (Sao Paulo), 

AWS GovCloud (US), China 

(Ningxia)

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
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How do you connect a monitor to a virtual desktop?

• What do sites deploy locally?

• Connect the local keyboard, mouse, screen to the remote desktop

• What options do we have?



Amazon WorkSpaces client options: Windows/Mac?

• Not really solving the problem

• How do we ensure security compliance?

• How do we ensure consistency?

• How do we ensure workers aren’t saving data locally?

• Back to the same challenges we started with



Amazon WorkSpaces client options: Chromebooks?

• Fewer security updates than Windows or Mac, but still risky

• How do we ensure security compliance?

• How do we ensure consistency?

• How do we ensure workers aren’t saving data locally?

• Risk profile is similar to Windows or Mac



Teradici PCoIP Zero Client features

• Inexpensive, stateless client device

• Single-image firmware with a single-purpose OS

• No local storage or local apps

• Easy to procure worldwide from multiple original equipment 
manufacturers (OEMs)

• Small attack surface - critical software updates are rare

• Small set of configuration options



Teradici PCoIP Zero Client



Zero Client management

• Vendor’s site IT knows how to manage Windows and Mac

• How do they centrally manage these?

• Updating hundreds of devices one at a time is painful

• Is there a better way?



Teradici Management Console

• Centralized Zero Client management

• Centrally manage device configuration

• Centrally push firmware updates

• DHCP-based Zero Client auto-configuration

• Plug in a brand new Zero Client

• Automatically upgrades the firmware if needed

• Automatically configures itself

• Roughly five minutes later, it’s ready to use with zero manual intervention



Architecture so far

Vendor site

Zero Clients
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Amazon WorkSpaces high availability (HA)

• How do we ensure uptime?

• Even when an Availability Zone is having an issue?

• Even when a region is having an issue?

• Even when we need to do maintenance on our backend?



Amazon WorkSpaces HA: Single region

• If you need high availability, run in Multi-AZs

• AWS 101

• Amazon WorkSpaces supports two Availability Zones per VPC

• Facebook always deploys to two Availability Zones in each of our WorkSpace VPCs

• But 

• Each worker’s WorkSpace is locked in one Availability Zone

• No way to move a WorkSpace to a different Availability Zone

• Availability Zone-level issue means that half of the workers can’t do their jobs



Amazon WorkSpaces HA: Multi-region

• If you need the highest availability, run in multiple regions

• This is AWS 102

• But

• The registration code used to log in is hardcoded to a single region

• What if we spin up two WorkSpaces for each worker, in different 
regions?

• Asking workers to manually switch to a backup registration code doesn’t scale

• Want no touch failover for our workers



DNS-based high availability

• Standard AWS HA architecture:

• Primary region A

• Secondary region B

• Workers connect via a global Amazon Route 53 DNS record

• Failover is done by controlling whether DNS returns A or B

• But Amazon WorkSpaces doesn’t support DNS failover, does it?



Teradici Connection Manager for AWS

• Free Amazon WorkSpaces authentication proxy

• Runs in an auto scaling group (ASG) behind a load balancer in your 
Amazon WorkSpaces VPC

• Amazon WorkSpaces registration codes are not needed

• Zero Client connects to it by DNS name, like any other load balancer

• Relays connections to Amazon WorkSpaces in that region



DNS failover for Amazon WorkSpaces

• Connection manager lets me do standard DNS-based region failover

• I can move workers to a different region with a single DNS change

• Failover is centrally controlled by Facebook



DNS implementation details

• sitename-primary.mydomain.com -> ELB in region A

• sitename-secondary.mydomain.com -> ELB in region B

• sitename.mydomain.com

• CNAME to sitename-primary with weight X

• CNAME to sitename-secondary with weight Y

• X=100, Y=0 -> all workers go to the primary

• X=0, Y=100 -> all workers go to the secondary



DNS Implementation: Incremental rollouts

• sitename-primary.mydomain.com -> ELB in region A

• sitename-secondary.mydomain.com -> ELB in region B

• sitename.mydomain.com

• CNAME to sitename-primary with weight X

• CNAME to sitename-secondary with weight Y

• X=80, Y=20 -> test a change in the secondary

• Limited blast radius

• Easy rollback



Amazon WorkSpaces blast radius reduction

• Create a separate VPC pair for each vendor site

• Separate AWS account for each region’s VPCs

• Limits blast radius from deployments and operational work

• Increases security isolation

• Allows more fine-grained failovers



Private subnet

Architecture so far

Vendor site

Zero Clients

VPC

Public subnet

Connection Manager

ASG 

WorkSpaces fleet
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Worker authentication

• Worker is now at the login prompt

• Facebook has an on-premises Active Directory (AD)

• How do we connect Amazon WorkSpaces with our on-premises AD?



Active Directory Connector (ADC)

• ADC allows authentication using on-premises AD

• Need VPN connectivity from ADC to our on-premises AD



ADC connectivity to on-premises AD

• Old solution: AWS VPN Gateway from each VPC to Facebook

• Explosion of VPN tunnels and VPN endpoints to manage

• Limited redundancy

• Requires our networking team to assist with every VPC build

• New solution: AWS Transit Gateway in each region to Facebook

• Redundant VPN tunnels to multiple Facebook datacenters

• Manageable number of VPN tunnels and VPN endpoints

• In its own account, providing security isolation and centralized management

• Networking team assistance is only needed once per region



Private subnet

Architecture so far

Vendor site

Zero Clients

Facebook on-premises

VPC

Public subnet

Connection Manager

ASG 

WorkSpaces fleet
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Amazon WorkSpaces user management

• Facebook has an internal user management workflow engine

• On user add/modify/delete the engine updates Active Directory

• Wrote custom Python to sync AD users to Amazon WorkSpaces

• E.g., when a user is added, create Amazon WorkSpaces in the two VPCs for the site

• Runs every four hours on-premises

• Always-on Amazon WorkSpaces in the primary VPC

• Auto-stop Amazon WorkSpaces in the secondary VPC



Virtual desktop image

• Windows bare-bones image + Chrome

• Environment is heavily restricted

• AD Group Policy Objects (GPOs)

• Configuration settings baked into the image

• Image is common to all sites, to ensure UX consistency

• Image is updated at least once a month

• Or more if there are critical security releases



Desktop image updating: Oscar’s Dream

• Facebook has an existing Windows desktop image automated pipeline

• Amazon WorkSpaces is added as an additional build target

• At the end of the pipeline, the image is uploaded to all AWS regions

• Total build & deployment time is less than 24 hours



Desktop image updating: Today’s process

• Manually triggered Windows image build process

• Build is done in the Amazon WorkSpaces environment

• Process is partially automated, with many manual steps

• Two weeks from start to full deployment

• Facebook is working with AWS to streamline this



Browser connectivity inside of Amazon WorkSpaces

• The web-based tools are accessible without a VPN

• Workers access our tools through normal VPC Internet connectivity

• NAT gateway

• Internet gateway

• VPN only used at login for authentication against our on-premises AD



Unlimited internet connectivity?

• Need to limit what sites are accessible

• Block malicious sites

• Block sites that threaten data security

• Block non-work-related sites

• Solution: Sophos UTM web proxy

• All Amazon WorkSpaces must use the web proxy to access the internet

• Configuration is pushed to Amazon WorkSpaces through GPOs

• Connectivity restrictions are enforced at the VPC level



Private subnet

Complete architecture 

Vendor site

Zero Clients

Facebook on-premises

VPC

Public subnet Private subnet

Connection Manager

ASG

Sophos

ASG

WorkSpaces fleet
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Manual VPC deployments?

• There’s a lot of infrastructure in each VPC

• Teradici Connection Manager for AWS (Multi-AZ ASG + ELB)

• Sophos UTM (queen + workers, also Multi-AZ)

• ADC + AWS Transit Gateway attachment

• VPC NAT Gateway (NGW) in each Availability Zone + VPC Internet Gateway (IGW)

• And we build two of these for each office

• That’s a lot of VPCs

• Doing this manually would be a disaster

• AWS CloudFormation doesn’t work well for our needs



Automated VPC Deployment

• Solution: Terraform

• Custom Terraform library defines a single VPC

• Custom resources for Sophos and Teradici Connection Manager for AWS

• Instantiate the library with different parameters as many times as needed

• One hour to turn up a new VPC, including manual steps

• Challenges

• Amazon WorkSpaces has some settings that are for the console only, requiring manual 
configuration steps

• Terraform AWS provider can lag behind AWS releases or have bugs

• Terraform is open source: can add features/fixes ourselves



Virtual desktops require solid connectivity

• Virtual desktops are more sensitive to latency, bandwidth, and jitter

• Wireless hops cause screen update lag

• Packet loss causes freezing screens

• Bandwidth constraints cause blurry screens



Ensuring a good user experience

• A high-performance LAN is required

• High-quality connectivity to AWS is also required

• How do we ensure a good user experience at every site?



Amazon WorkSpaces runbook & checklist

• Facebook has developed a detailed runbook & checklist for partners

• LAN configuration and management 

• Internet connectivity

• Redundancy internally and to the Internet

• Latency and jitter requirements

• Bandwidth: 2Mb/s per concurrent active user to AWS, even if one ISP goes down

• Zero Client and Management Console configuration settings

• And much more

• Facebook and the vendor partner do an on-site assessment

• Successful completion is a requirement before sites go-live on Amazon WorkSpaces



Runbook sample section



Checklist sample section



Data preservation requirement

• Amazon WorkSpaces works hard to preserve user data

• This is what most customers want

• Facebook has an unusual data preservation requirement

• We specifically don’t want to retain data on our desktops

• Workers shouldn’t be trying to save the data they’re working with

• Ideally, each desktop would be reset & wiped after each log off



Amazon WorkSpaces data deletion design

• Custom Python script

• Deletes and recreates every desktop every 48 hours

• Delete/recreate because the Amazon WorkSpaces rebuild API doesn’t wipe user data

• Ensures every worker is always on the latest Windows image

• Runs as part of the Amazon WorkSpaces/AD sync on-premises cron job



Amazon WorkSpaces data deletion challenge

• Amazon WorkSpaces rate limits concurrent creations

• When you exceed the limit, the create API appears to succeed

• But the request is queued until a backend worker is available 

• No programmatic way to know if a request will queue

• Result: Can delete a desktop and have the re-create queue for hours

• Result: Worker who is unable to log in



Amazon WorkSpaces data deletion solution

• Asked AWS for the concurrency limits in each region

• Code that does the delete/recreate self-throttles to below that limit

• Code waits for a create to finish before doing the next delete/create

• This requires polling Amazon WorkSpaces for creation status

• Working with AWS on a better long-term solution



Amazon WorkSpaces self-service reboots/rebuilds

• Windows troubleshooting 101: Reboot, then reinstall

• Issue: Amazon WorkSpaces has no self-service way to do this on a Zero 
Client

• Impact: Have to file a support ticket to reboot/rebuild your desktop

• Solution: Custom web UI for site leads to reboot/rebuild desktops

• Authenticates against AD on the front end

• Uses the Amazon WorkSpaces API on back end 



Amazon WorkSpaces user support challenge

• Sites are 24x7x365 around the world

• Issues will come up 24x7x365

• AWS backend project team is nine engineers based in California & 
Washington

• We like to sleep sometime

• How do we ensure a good user experience?



Amazon WorkSpaces user support solution

• Local vendor site IT is provided a troubleshooting guide

• Eliminates the need to contact Facebook for many issues

• 24x7 front-line support for Amazon WorkSpace users

• Tickets are submitted using a web form or a voice call

• Troubleshooting flows and tooling provided by Facebook

• Front-line support can escalate to engineering if needed

• For large-scale or urgent issues, they can page an engineer
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Project goals met

• Facebook-managed desktops 

• Always security-compliant

• Consistent user experience regardless of site or vendor partner

• Facebook data stays on Facebook-managed systems

• Simple, stateless local devices with a minimal attack surface

• Easy to scale

• Easy to support



Future plans

• 4x planned Amazon WorkSpaces user growth in 2020

• Add additional workloads to Amazon WorkSpaces

• Onboard additional vendor sites

• Onboard in-house contractors where appropriate

• Investigate Linux desktops

• Hire additional production engineers for this project

• Continue to partner with AWS and Teradici



Thank you!
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Oscar Cwajbaum

oscarc@fb.com

Eric Jones

ejjonesa@amazon.com
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